
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE IN RELATION

TO ENVIRONMENT

� Landscape architecture is 

an art of arranging land 

and landscape for human 

use, convenience and 

enjoyment.enjoyment.



GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR HOME LANDCAPING

�East or west home is the best.

�Home ensures security, shelter, rest, 
peace and enjoyment.

�Man being civilized animal prefers to live 
in association of plants.

Labour and pains taken in developing �Labour and pains taken in developing 
home and garden later on give immense 
pleasure, joy and satisfaction. 

�Hence, home and home gardens are made 
on the basis of individual preferences.



GENERAL GUIDELINES

�Home garden is made for personnel interest to 
secure reasonable amount of comfort and 
convenience.

�Avoid undue complex-city and go with simplicity.

�Add variety to an extent that unity is achieved.

�Use long paths as curvaceous or zigzag and different 
objects according to colour scheme to break 
monotony.monotony.

�Keep natural grade of land and requirement of 
landscape in mind.

� Incorporate landscape plants including trees as per 
their landscape value and utility.

�Attempting too much in a small place should be 
avoided.

�The design allocated to each area should be 
functional and convenience access.



OBJECTIVES FOR HOME LANDSCAPING

�To secure attractive ground.

�To provide natural, easy and safe 
approach.

�To obtain privacy for family.

To fulfill recreational needs for the family.�To fulfill recreational needs for the family.

�To provide convenient well arranged 
attractive service area.

�To harmonize home building, various 
areas, walks, drives, gardens and other 
utility areas in to one unit.



FUNCTIONS FOR HOME LANDSCAPING

�Extends the living area of the home.

�Screening for privacy and protection from wind 
and sun.

�Outlet for overflowing children energy.

�Minimize noise.

Absorb and filter summer sun.�Absorb and filter summer sun.

�Reduce need for artificial air conditioning.

�Ground covers prevent soil erosion.

�Shield house from heat robbing winds and lessen 
electricity heating and cooling bills.

�Absorb pollutants.

�Provide shelter for wildlife.

�Source of food.



SITE ANALYSIS

�Site analysis is the second stage of 

planning in which an inventory of the 

existing property items including the 

architecture of the house, landscape, view 

points, soil, climate, plot size, etc. are points, soil, climate, plot size, etc. are 

prepared.

�Both good and bad points are mentioned 

for developing a successful home 

landscape.



NEED ANALYSIS

�Need analysis is the compilation of an 
inventory of what should be accomplished 
by means of the landscaping and what the 
landscape will include, based on the 
preferences and life stylespreferences and life styles

�To facilitate need analysis, the property 
area is divided into three areas as under:

� Public/ Approach/ Front area

� Family/ Private living area

� Service/ Utility area



PUBLIC AREA

�Public area is that area of the home 

garden which is viewable from the street 

or is seen by any one coming to the home.

�This area conveys the initial impression 

about the residents of the house. Poorly 

designed and ill-kept landscape leads to 

sloppiness, sparsely planted or rigidly 

pruned leads to austerity and walled as a 

courtyard projects the sense of seclusion. 



MAIN FUNCTIONS

� To blend the house with its surroundings.

� To provide a pleasant and readily accessible 

entry to the house.



FEATURES IN THE PUBLIC AREA

� Entry way

� Drive way

� Parking

�Walk way

� Steps

� Entry court

Front lawn� Front lawn

� Basic planting

� Frame work of the home

� Auxiliary planting

� Small private area

� Terracing for changing levels

� Privacy from street

� Night lighting



GENERAL GUIDELINES

�Make the front lawn open and spacious in right 
proportion.

�Do not try to save every plant in this area.
�Avoid use of garden ornaments.
� Confine shrubs to the borders, corners and to 
the foundation/ base of the building.

�Balance the planting with trees and shrubs 
about imaginary line through entrance of the 
Balance the planting with trees and shrubs 
about imaginary line through entrance of the 
house.

�Use only those plants which complement the 
house to its best advantage.

�Do not be reluctant to use appealing design.
�Do not use hedges in this area.
�Entrance of the house should have harboring 
quality.



FAMILY OR PRIVATE AREA

� This is also known as outdoor living area. The 

elements and features in this area vary 

enormously with the family and climate, but 

must fulfill the needs of the family 



FUNCTIONS

� Screening neighbors from viewing and hearing.

� Screening from wind and shading from sun.

� To provide comfort to the family members.

� To entertain personnel guests.



GENERAL GUIDELINES

�Enclose the area to ensure privacy.

�To provide background for displaying flowering 
plants including annuals to their best 
advantage.

�Arrange flower beds, rockery and other features 
around periphery.around periphery.

�Allow the centre to remain open, which gives 
visual impression of more area and allow space 
for social functions.

�Make this area easily accessible to other parts of 
the garden.

�Plant small trees for ensuring close intimacy 
between family members, space, landscape and 
nature.



FEATURES

�Patio or deck

�Night lighting

�Privacy

�Lawn

�Garden ornaments

Ornamental or swimming pools�Ornamental or swimming pools

�Plants attractive for birds

�Terracing for changing levels

�Flower display beds

�Wind control

�View emphasis



SERVICE OR UTILITY AREA

� This is that part of the home garden which 

provides room for necessities 



FEATURE

�Greenhouse

�Cut or loose flower garden

�Vegetable garden

�Orchard

�Garage

Pet run�Pet run

�Garbage pit

�Firewood store

� Irrigation system

�Servant house



GENERAL GUIDELINES

� Screen this area from public and private area.

� Kitchen door should be open to this area.



ENRICHMENT ITEMS

�Enrichment items are elements of the outdoor 

room which are not essential for making walls, 

ceiling or floor but, make the place more 

useable.

�Natural Enrichment Items: These are formed 

by the nature and are either present at the site 

or moved to the site by the landscape designer. 

These may be tangible (touchable) or intangible 

(not touchable).

�Manmade Enrichment Items: These items are 

created through a manufacturing process.



ENRICHMENT ITEMS CONT….

� Tangible Enrichment Items: Stones, specimen 

plants, water, animals, birds, etc.

� Intangible Enrichment Items: Fragrance, sound 

of waterfall, view of natural scenery and sound of 

pods or foliage when gentle wind blows.pods or foliage when gentle wind blows.



MANMADE ENRICHMENT ITEMS

� Outdoor furniture

� Outdoor art and craft

� Pools and fountains

� Lighting.


